
it is the turbulence of  a 
pressure that burns a hole 
thorugh the surface



Channel 2Channel 1 Channel 3 Channel 4



slow relaxed 
breathing & 
mouth noises



as I enter this room I burn 
off layer by layer

mute internal explosions 

harmonising us

transforms to 
a trembling 
stressed breath



ruminate afterwards on 
small mistakes

it itches when you are 
eating my internal flesh

there is no longer any 
distance between us

do you feel intimate?



the sound of my 
heartbeat



imagine what your body 
would sound like 

collapsing 

our bodies are very quiet
it frightens me how quiet 
they are

this is my home

you crawl under my skin

swathed in the thickness 
of your gaze
I am painfully oscillating
wobbling violently in the 
inbetween swallowing

this is my home this is my home



it is a sound of 
surrounding

it is a sound of 
surrounding

rattling

these curiosities cradle 
me

it is a sound of 
surrounding

it is a sound of 
surrounding



`

this is what burning 
sounds like

are you watching me 
cause I move alone?

look a little harder
‘til I get in
until you see my insides
until I’m inside out

are you watching me 
cause I move alone?

look a little harder
‘til I get in
until you see my insides
until I’m inside out

it is the turbulence of a 
pressure that burns a 
hole through the surface

your esophagus is a drain
that filters the turmoil and 
vibrations

wood burning



I tremble aloud
every mouthful that has 
been taken from me is 
a space for the world to 
come in



scratching skin 
& sighs

my body is an enormous 
lake where you wade in
you might fear my 
emotions my limitless 
emotions

these sounds they feed 
you

I know I lapse but please 
keep trying
keep cutting inside me 
with you instruments

you are making
holes



I can feel them to the 
other side

I can feel them to the 
other side

I can feel them to the 
other side



incarnate the burdens 
of exposing which is an 
unbearable blankness

I’ll quench that thirst
while my skin drops off
In words I lose
my protection

I want to feel in my hands 
the quivering of you 
reading me

the fogs I breathe you 
breathe

absorbed and feverish
exhausted by fierce 
emotion

screechy noises



I am the hand that feeds 
you now

quivering 
inhalation

do you feel intimate?
do you feel intimate?
do you feel intimate?

these sounds they feed 
you



do you feel intimate?

I do it for intensity 
I honour my feelings
they open and blind 
themselves
it is an urge

smothered is my distance 
tired of my resistance
I am here to open me




